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Distributed Multi-agent System (DMAS) is a significant topic in 
Artificial Intelligent (AI). Soccer is domain for the study of International AI 
area .We construct a simulated soccer team under the SoccerServer to do some 
research. 
SoccerServer is an excellent software simulator with low communication 
band-with and much noise. And we can do much research on it. Now ,the 
research focus on the following: ① modeling of multi-agent ② learning of 
multi-agent ③ collaboration of multi-agent ④ research of online coach. 
In this paper, we construct a flexible team architecture and some related 
question is studied. The paper introduced RoboCup game and domestic and 
international research condition in the first chapter.  RoboCup model are 
introduced in the second chapter. Model of multi-agent and basic actions are 
described in the third chapter. Searching algorithm which improve pass skill 
and tackling ball are main introduction. In chapter 4,we studied the structure 
of the team and local collaboration and designed local strategy of collaboration. 
A new collaboration algorithm collaboration is put forward. In chapter 5, 
online coach and organizing heterogeneous players are introduced. we apply 
mathematics analysis to select heterogeneous players and use online study to 
identify the type of opponent heterogeneous players. Finally we summarize the 
paper and discuss the further work to be done in RoboCup. 
Ultimately, this dissertation demonstrates that, by using appropriate agent 
architecture and some algorithms, a group of simple, limited agents can fulfill 
difficult task in a complex, noisy, real-time, adversarial environment. Game 
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个机器人之间的合作与协调关系。RoboCup 是以 MAS（Multi-agent 系统）
和 DAI（分布式人工智能）为主要研究背景的,其主要目的就是通过提供
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1.2 RoboCup 比赛介绍 
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●三维仿真组（2004年开始）； 








































[5] [6]图1.2为3D SoccerMonitor显示的比赛场景。 
 
 
图1.1: 2D SoccerMonitor 
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